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B6GV14-TB6XZT-5830BD-KJOU1U .netHabibie wanted to focus his efforts on getting things
done rather than on the niceties of government, but an archaic system left him at the mercy of
colleagues. The system required a State Committee (MPRS) to approve all laws before they became
law. This was mainly done by the Cabinet, which was dominated by the Muslim community.
Consequently, Habibie found himself playing second fiddle to another Muslim minister,
Abdurrahman Wahid. The president’s grip on power weakened further when he was faced with the
possibility of losing a referendum in which Indonesians were asked to endorse a new constitution.
The Muslim community viewed the constitution as an affront to their religion and they wanted a say
in deciding whether the document was acceptable or not. The MPRS eventually forced a popular
vote by having people sign a petition, which had been manipulated by the opposition. However, the
referendum took place in September 1998 and the people voted overwhelmingly in favour of the
new constitution. In the end, Habibie won the respect of the country by holding a national
consultation to find a compromise between his country’s new constitution and the needs of the
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April 22, 2011 â€” Daemon Tools
Pro is an advanced CD/DVD
emulator program capable of
mounting all types of image file
formats, including iso, . mdf, .mds,
.nrg, etc. Daemon Tools Pro is a
program for emulating CD/DVD
drives. It can create 6 virtual
CD/DVD drives at once (including
drivers!) and connect any number
of drives to the computer. The
program allows you to do
everything with disks - from
creating ISO images to writing
data to discs. Key features of the
program: * Simple and userfriendly interface. * Support for
images mdx, mds, iso, b5t, b6t,
bwt, ccd, cdi, cue, nrg, daa, dib,
cue/bin, arc, hds, hdf, gi, pdi, dmg,
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